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Deck System and Components Thereof, and Methods of Assembling and
Disassembling Deck Systems and Components

BACKGROUND

A deck is a structure typically built outdoors and typically connected to a building. A

deck usually has a flat surface similar to a floor and can be built at a given elevation above

the ground. A deck can support a load consisting of people, deck furniture, or other items.

The supportable load can vary from deck to deck based on such items as the size and type of

material used to build the deck.

OVERVIEW

Example embodiments pertaining to deck systems and components thereof, as well as

example embodiments of assembling and dissembling deck systems and components are

described herein. One or more of the example embodiments can provide for deck system

components or deck systems that are easier to assemble, disassemble, and reassemble than

prior decks. One or more of the example embodiments provide for disassembling an

assembled deck system, moving the disassembled deck system from a first location to a

second location, such as a storage building, and subsequently reassembling the deck system

at the first location, the second location, or a third location. Disassembly of the deck system

can occur for storage of the components within the storage building during an expected time

frame when the deck system will not be used (such as winter time) or for some other reason.

In one respect, one or more example embodiments can be arranged as a deck system

comprising: (i) a first perimeter box-frame comprising a first box-frame segment (BFS), a

second BFS, a third BFS, and a fourth BFS, wherein the first BFS is removably attached to

the second BFS and to the third BFS, wherein the second BFS is removably attached to the

first BFS and to the fourth BFS, wherein the third BFS is removably attached to the first BFS

and to the fourth BFS, and wherein the fourth BFS is removably attached to the second BFS



and to the third BFS, and (ii) one or more joist assemblies removably attached to and within

the perimeter box-frame, wherein each joist assembly comprises two joist segments and two

joist spacers between the two joist segments.

In another respect, one or more example embodiments can be arranged as a method

comprising: (i) assembling a first perimeter box-frame comprising a first box-frame segment

(BFS), a second BFS, a third BFS, and a fourth BFS, wherein the first BFS is removably

attached to the second BFS and to the third BFS, wherein the second BFS is removably

attached to the first BFS and to the fourth BFS, wherein the third BFS is removably attached

to the first BFS and to the fourth BFS, and wherein the fourth BFS is removably attached to

the second BFS and to the third BFS, (ii) assembling a plurality of joist assemblies, wherein

each joist assembly comprises a first joist spacer, a second joist spacer, a first joist segment,

and a second joist segment, wherein the first joist spacer attaches to a first end of the first

joist segment and a first end of the second joist segment, and wherein the second joist spacer

attaches to a second end of the first joist segment and a second end of the second joist

segment, and (iii) attaching the plurality of joist assemblies within the perimeter box frame.

These as well as other aspects and advantages will become apparent to those of

ordinary skill in the art by reading the following detailed description, with reference where

appropriate to the accompanying drawings. Further, it should be understood that the

embodiments described in this overview and elsewhere are intended to be examples only and

do not necessarily limit the scope of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Example embodiments are described herein with reference to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 shows components for assembling a perimeter box-frame of a deck system in

accordance with one or more example embodiments;



FIG. 2 shows an assembled box-frame in accordance with one or more example

embodiments;

FIG. 3 shows components of joist assemblies in accordance with one or more example

embodiments;

FIG. 4 shows a deck system under construction in accordance with one or more

example embodiments;

FIG. 5 shows details of the deck system shown in FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 shows another deck system in accordance with one or more example

embodiments;

FIG. 7 shows another deck system in accordance with one or more example

embodiments;

FIG. 8 shows profiles of example extrusions in accordance with one or more example

embodiments;

FIG. 9 shows a partial section view of a deck system and shows brackets in

accordance with one or more example embodiments;

FIG. 10 shows a partial section view of a deck system and shows brackets in

accordance with example embodiment(s);

FIG. 11 shows partial section views shows in accordance with one or more example

embodiments;

FIG. 12 shows various views of a deck clip in accordance with one or more example

embodiments;

FIG. 13 shows a partial section view of a deck system in accordance with one or more

example embodiments;

FIG. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19 are large-scale views of portions of a deck system

shown in FIG. 7;



FIG. 20 shows partial section views with respect to section lines shown in FIG. 11;

FIG. 2 1 shows profiles of example extrusions in accordance with one or more

example embodiments;

FIG. 22 shows components for assembling a deck system in accordance with one or

more example embodiments;

FIG. 23 shows a profile of two extrusions connected together; and

FIG. 24 is a flow chart showing steps for assembling and disassembling a deck

system.

The items shown in the figures are not or may not be to scale.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

I . INTRODUCTION

This description describes several example embodiments including example

embodiments regarding deck systems and components thereof. The example deck systems

can be used as a free-standing deck positioned on the ground or a deck attached to one or

more structures. The example deck systems, or portions thereof, can be installed on land or

in water. A deck system having at least a portion installed in water can be referred to as a

pier. The example deck system, or portions thereof, can be used as a bridge over a stream, a

creek, a ditch, or some other areas of Earth. The example deck systems can be assembled and

used at a recreational vehicle (RV) park. The example deck systems can be easily

disassembled from one location, moved to another location, and reassembled at the other

location.

This description refers to extrusions. The extrusions can be produced by extruding a

material through a die. Several of the example embodiments refer to the extrusion material as

aluminum. The extrusions of the example embodiments can be a material other than

aluminum. Extrusions used within the example deck systems can be cut from a stock length



extrusion. One or more of the extrusions can be mitered, punched, or otherwise prepared to

receive one or more fasteners, anchors, or other deck system component.

The components, functions, and various views shown in the figures are provided

merely as examples and are not intended to be limiting. Elements shown in the various

figures having the same reference number can be the same or a similar element. Many of the

components illustrated in the figures or described herein as being attached can be attached

using any of a variety of fasteners. Some fasteners used to attach two or more components

can be a part of the attachable component.

In this description, the articles "a" or "an" are used to introduce elements of the

example embodiments. The intent of using those articles is that there is one or more of the

elements. The intent of using the conjunction "or" within a described list of at least two

terms is to indicate any of the listed terms or any combination of the listed terms. The use of

ordinal numbers such as "first," "second," "third" and so on is to distinguish respective

elements rather than to denote a particular order of those elements.

II. EXAMPLE DECK SYSTEM

FIG. 1 shows example components for assembling a perimeter box-frame (or more

simply "box-frame") 100 usable within the example deck systems. As shown in FIG. 1, the

box-frame components include box-frame segments 101, 102, 103, and 104, and angle clips

105. An area surrounded by box-frame segments 101, 102, 103, and 104 is a box-frame

interior 112.

Each angle clip 105 can be arranged as an L-shaped clip having angle clip segments

106 and 107 that extend from joint or bend 108. Each angle clip segment 107 and 108 can

include at least one attachment hole. The attachment hole(s) can be through-hole(s). Each

attachment hole within angle clip segments 107 and 108 can correspond to a respective

attachment hole 109 within box-frame segments 101, 102, 103, and 104. As an example,



angle clip 105 can include four attachment holes 109 for securing angle clip 105 to two box-

frame segments using four number ten by one inch (i.e., #10 x 1") flat head sheet metal

screws, four lock washers, and four nuts. Angle clips 105 can be made from aluminum or

another material.

Each angle clip segment 106 and 107 can slide or otherwise be inserted into a

respective box-frame segment. Each box-frame segment can include an angle clip shelf 110

and an angle clip slot 111 for guiding or supporting angle clip 105.

Next, FIG. 2 shows box-frame 100 assembled and attached to support-posts (or more

simply "posts") 10 on a first side 12 of box-frame 100. Corner-post brackets 8 and an

intermediate-post bracket 9 can be used for attaching box-frame 100 to posts 10. Other sides

13, 14, and 15 of box-frame 100 are identified in FIG. 2 . Box-frame segment 104 on side 13

can include through-holes 11 for attaching box-frame 100 to another box-frame or to a

structure, such as a house or a mobile home. Box-frame segments 101, 102 and 103 can

include through-holes arranged similar to through-holes 11, but those through-holes are not

shown for clarity of FIG. 2 .

The lengths of box-frame segments 101, 102, 103, and 104 can be any of a plurality

of lengths. As an example, box-frame segments 101 and 103 can be six foot, zero inches

(i.e., 6'- 0"). As another example, box-frame segments 102 and 104 can be 10'- 0." Other

example lengths for the box-frame segments are also possible.

Box-frame segments 101, 102, 103, and 104 can comprise or be configured as any of

a variety of extrusions. Profiles of example extrusions 800 and 825 are shown in FIG. 8, and

profiles of example extrusions 850 and 875 are shown in FIG. 21. For an example deck

system comprising a single box-frame, box-frame segments 101, 102, 103, and 104 can be

configured like extrusion 800 arranged with their flat vertical sides as the outer edges of box-

frame 100.



In FIG. 2 and in other figures described herein, posts 10 are shown as being

rectangular or rectangular prisms. The posts used with the example embodiments do not

have to be rectangular. For instance, one or more posts used with the example embodiments

can be cylindrical. Post brackets used with non-rectangular posts, such as cylindrical posts,

can have non-rectangular shapes, such as cylindrical shapes, to accommodate the non-

rectangular posts.

A deck system can comprise two or more box-frames. For an example deck system

comprising two or more box-frames configured like box-frame 100, a box-frame segment

configured like extrusion 800 from two separate box frames can be bolted together with their

flat vertical sides 801 abutting one another.

FIG. 22 shows example components for a deck system using two or more box-frame

segments. In particular, FIG. 22 shows box-frame segment 100 and a box-frame segment

attachment 130 that when connected to another box-frame segment, such as box-frame

segment 100, forms another box-frame, such as the box-frame of deck system 705 shown in

FIG. 7 . Box-frame segment attachment 130 includes box-frame segments 131, 132, and 133.

For these example embodiments, box-frame segments 101, 102, 103, 131, 132, and 133 can

be configured like extrusion 800, and box-frame segment 104 can be configured like

extrusion 875. Box-frame segment attachment 130 can include angle clips 105, two of which

can be used for attaching box-frame segment attachment 130 to box-frame 100.

Next, FIG. 3 shows example components of joist assemblies 300 and 320 usable

within the example deck systems. Joist assemblies 300 and 320 are shown unassembled and

assembled. Joist assemblies are attachable to and removable from a box-frame, such as box-

frame 100. Joist assemblies are attachable within box-frame interiors, such as box-frame

interior 112.



The joist assembly components of joist assembly 300 include joist segments 301, 303,

joist spacers 302, 304, and fasteners 305. Joist segment 301 can comprise an aluminum

extrusion having a profile like extrusion 800. Joist segment 303 can comprise an aluminum

extrusion having a profile like extrusion 825 or 850. Joist spacers 302 and 304 can comprise

aluminum extrusions having a profile like extrusion 850. Fasteners 305 can comprise number

twelve hex-head sheet metal screws that are one inch long (i.e., #12 x 1" HH SMS) or some

other fastener.

Joist segments 301 and 303 can have a common length, such as 6'- 0," or some other

length. Joist spacers 302 and 304 can have a common length, such as 1' - 2" (i.e., 14 inches),

or some other length. The common length of joist spacers 302 and 304 can depend on a

thickness of deck boards to be attached to the deck system. The common length of joist

segments 301 and 303 is typically a length that allows joist segment 303 to be attached to

box-frame segment 101, joist spacer 302 to be attached to box-frame segment 104, and joist

spacer 304 to be attached to box-frame segment 102, all within box-frame interior 112 when

assembled as joist assembly 300.

The joist assembly components of joist assembly 320 include joist segments 321, 323,

joist spacers 322, 324, and fasteners 305. Joist segment 323 can comprise an aluminum

extrusion having a profile like extrusion 825 or 850. Joist segment 321 and joist spacers 322

and 324 can comprise aluminum extrusions having a profile like extrusion 850.

Joist segments 321 and 323 can have a common length, such as 6'- 0," or some other

length. Joist spacers 322 and 324 can have a common length, such as 1' - 2" (i.e., 14 inches),

or some other length. The common length of joist spacers 322 and 324 can depend on a

thickness of deck boards to be attached to the deck system. The common length of joist

segments 321 and 323 is typically a length that allows joist segment 321 to be attached to

box-frame segment 103, joist spacer 322 to be attached to box-frame segment 104, and joist



spacer 304 to be attached to box-frame segment 102, all within box-frame interior 112 when

assembled as joist assembly 320. Joist segment 323 can attach to another joist assembly

installed with the box-frame interior.

Next, FIG. 4 shows an example deck system 400 under construction. Deck system

400 includes box-frame 100, joist assembly 300 installed within the interior 112 of box-frame

100, corner-post brackets 8, intermediate -post bracket 9, and posts 10. FIG. 4 also shows

additional joist assemblies 402 and joist assembly 404 prior to installation into deck system

400. Joist assemblies 402 and 404 can be arranged like joist assembly 300. The short dashed

lines within box-frame 100 represent a location at which joist assembly 320 can be installed

into deck system 400, typically after all other joist assemblies to be installed into box-frame

100 have been installed.

In accordance with one or more example embodiments, a first installed joist assembly

and all intermediate joist assemblies can be arranged like joist assembly 300, and a last

installed joist assembly can be arranged like joist assembly 320. The intermediate joist

assemblies are installed between joist assemblies 300 and 320. The portions of two joist

segments that abut one another and the portion of a joist segment or joist spacer that abuts a

box-frame segment can have, in combination, a roll-lock tab and a roll-lock tab receiver, as

discussed with respect to FIG. 8. The roll-lock tab is positioned within the roll-lock tab

receiver to secure attachment of the abutting joist segments, joist spacers, or box-frame

segments.

FIG. 4 shows a side view 450 in which joist assembly is installed within box-frame

interior 112 (without showing box-frame interior 112) and joist assembly 402 is being

attached to joist assembly 300 and to box-frame interior 112. A roll-lock tab receiver of joist

assembly 300 receives a roll-lock tab of joist assembly 402 and then joist assembly 402 is

rolled down (e.g., rotated downward) so that the roll-lock tabs of the joist spacers of joist



assembly 402 enter into the roll-lock tab receivers of box-frame interior 112. Other joist

assemblies, such as joist assembly 404 can be similarly installed within box-frame interior

112.

Side 13 of box-frame 100 can be attached to the example structure discussed herein.

In an alternative arrangement, box-frame 100 can include additional corner-post brackets 8

and an intermediate-post bracket on side 13. Posts 10 can include a post made of wood,

aluminum, a composite material, or some other material. A wooden post can comprise

pressure treated wood. The wood can be cedar, a hardwood, or some other wood. Posts 10

can be referred to as four-by-four posts. The four-by-four posts may not have a four inch

width and four inch depth. A bottom portion of posts 10 can be placed upon concrete footers

or upon brackets positioned on concrete footers within the ground below deck system 400.

More than one intermediate-post bracket and respective post 10 can be used on any given

side of an example deck system.

Next, FIG. 5 shows additional details regarding deck system 400. Joist assemblies

300, 402, 404, 406, 408, 410, and 320 are installed within box-frame 100. A person having

ordinary skill in the art will understand that a different quantity of joist assemblies can be

installed within box-frame. Corner-post brackets 8, intermediate-post bracket 9, and posts 10

of deck system 400 are described elsewhere herein.

FIG. 5 shows dimensions 416 and 418 to provide perspective of the example deck

systems. Dimension 416 can represent any of a variety of lengths, such as a length between

center lines of the longitudinal joists of joist assembly 300, a length between ends of joist

segments of joist assembly 300, or a length of a joist spacer of joist assembly 300. As an

example, dimension 416 can be -2" (i.e., 14 inches), or some other number of inches. A

dimension similar to dimension 416 can pertain to the other joist assemblies of deck system

400.



Dimension 418 can represent any of a variety of lengths, such as the lengths of the

longitudinal joists within joist assemblies 300, 402, 404, 406, 408, 410, and 320 or a

longitudinal length of each of those joist assemblies including the joist spacers. As an

example, dimension 418 can be 6'-0" (i.e., 72 inches) or some other number of inches.

Next, FIG. 6 shows an example deck system 600. Deck system 600 includes box-

frame 100 including joist assemblies 300, 402, 404, 406, 408, 410, and 320. Deck system

600 includes posts 10, railing posts 60, corner-post brackets 62, and intermediate-post bracket

64. Four sides 66, 67, 68, 69 of deck system 600 are identified in FIG. 6 . Deck system 600

can include one or more additional intermediate-post brackets 9 or 62 along sides 66, 67, 68,

or 69. Deck system 600 can include one or more additional corner-post brackets 8 or 64 at

corners of box frame 100.

Deck system 600 includes a plurality of deck clips 5 and a plurality of deck boards 6 .

A separate deck clip 5 can be attached to each joist between each pair of adjacent deck boards

6 . The deck clips 5 can establish a substantially common spacing between each adjacent pair

of deck boards 6 . The spacing between the deck boards 6 can allow for water to fall between

the deck boards 6 to reduce ponding of the water on the deck boards 6 . The substantially

common spacing can, for example, be within a range of one sixteenth of an inch (i.e., 1/16")

and one half inch (i.e., 1/2"), inclusive.

Deck boards 6 extend perpendicular to the longitudinal portion of the joist assemblies

300, 402, 404, 406, 408, 410, and 320. A single deck board 6 can extend completely across

box-frame 100. Alternatively, two or more deck boards 6 can be used to extend across box-

frame 100 instead of one of the single deck boards that extend across box-frame 100. A deck

board 6 extending across box-frame 100 can include a portion (e.g., a one inch portion) that

extends beyond box-frame 100. Deck boards 6 can comprise a deck board made of wood,



aluminum, a composite material, or some other material. The wooden boards can comprise

pressure treated wood, cedar, a hardwood, or some other wood.

Box-frame 100, at side 66, can be attached to the example structure discussed herein.

In an alternative arrangement, box-frame 100 of can include additional corner-post brackets

62 and an intermediate-post bracket 64 on side 66. Posts 60, similar to posts 10, can include

a post made of wood, aluminum, a composite material, or some other material. Posts 60,

similar to posts 10, can be referred to as four-by-four posts.

Corner-post brackets 62 and intermediate-post bracket 64 include a portion extending

above box-frame 100. Posts 60 can be inserted into those bracket portions and attached to

corner-post brackets 62 and intermediate-post bracket 64 using any of a variety of fasteners.

Horizontal railing components (not shown) can be attached to posts 60. The horizontal

railing components can include an upper horizontal railing component and a lower horizontal

railing component. A plurality of spindles or balusters can be attached to and between the

horizontal railing components.

Next, FIG. 7 shows an example deck system 700 including deck systems 704 and 705.

Deck system 704 is positioned adjacent to a structure 702. Structure 702 can be configured

like the structures discussed herein. Deck system 704 is removably attachable to structure

702. For purposes of this description, removably attachable means a first element (such as

deck system 704) can be attached to a second element (such as structure 702) and the first

element can be unattached from and removed away from the second element. The

attachment and un-attachment of the first and second elements can be repeated one or more

times.

Deck system 704 includes joist assemblies 706, 708, 710, 712, and 714. One of joist

assemblies 706 and 714 can be configured like joist assembly 320, while the other of those



joist assemblies and joist assemblies 708, 710, and 712 can be configured like joist assembly

300.

Deck system 705 includes joist assemblies 716, 718, 720, 722, and 724. One of joist

assemblies 716 and 724 can be configured like joist assembly 320, while the other of those

joist assemblies and joist assemblies 718, 720, and 722 can be configured like joist assembly

300.

A number of posts 10 can be used to support deck system 700 above the ground.

Each post 10 that supports deck system 700 can be positioned within a corner-post bracket

(such as corner-post bracket 9 or 64) or within an intermediate-post bracket (such as

intermediate -post bracket 8 or 62).

FIG. 7 shows example locations within deck system 700 at which partial section

views 1100, 1150, 1300, 1301, and 1302, shown in FIG. 11 and FIG. 13 can be taken. A

partial section view taken at line 1302 in FIG. 7 is not shown, but would look like section

view 1300 in FIG. 7 without the following items: structure lines 702 and 1402, fasteners 1310

and 1312, and shims 1306. FIG. 7 also shows portions 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800 and

1900 at which large-scale views shown in FIGs. 14-19 pertain.

Next, FIG. 8 shows profiles of example extrusions 800 and 825 of various

components of the example deck systems. Extrusion 800 includes vertical surfaces 801 and

802, horizontal surfaces 803, 804 and 806, a locking tab 805, an angle-clip shelf 110, an

angle-clip slot 111, a roll-lock-tab receiver 809, and a roll-lock tab 810. Each of those

elements of extrusion 800 can extend along an entire length of extrusion 800 or a component

having a profile like extrusion 800.

Horizontal surface 804 is at a top side of extrusion 800. Horizontal surface 803 is at a

bottom side of extrusion 800. Angle-clip shelf 110 or angle-clip slot 1 1 1 can be configured

for guiding an angle-clip, such as angle-clip 105, within deck assembly components or



extrusions having a profile like extrusion 800. An angle clip 105 can be positioned within

angle-clip slot 111 or outside of and below angle-clip slot 111.

Extrusion 825 includes vertical surfaces 826 and 827, horizontal surfaces 828 and

829, 830, 833 and 838, long roll-lock tabs 834 and 840, screw splines (or self-tapping

raceways) 831 and 832, a threaded screw slot 835, a roll-lock-tab receiver 836, a deck clip

slot 837, a locking tab edge 841, and a locking tab retainer 839. Each of those elements of

extrusion 825 can extend along an entire length of extrusion 825 or a component having a

profile like extrusion 825.

Horizontal surfaces 829 and 830 are at a top side of extrusion 825. Horizontal surface

828 is at a bottom side of extrusion 825. Deck clips, such as deck clips 5, can be inserted into

deck clip slot 837. A fastener placed through deck clip 5 and into threaded screw slot 835

can fasten deck clip 5 to extrusion 825 or a component having a profile like extrusion 825.

Next, FIG. 2 1 shows profiles of example extrusions 850 and 875 used for various

components of the example deck systems. Extrusion 850 comprises the same elements as

extrusion 825 except that extrusion 850 includes short roll-lock tab 843 instead of long roll-

lock tab 834. Extrusions 825 and 850 can be formed from separate and different extrusion

dies. Alternatively, extrusion 850 can be formed by milling extrusion 825 to modify long

roll-lock tab 834 to be a short roll-lock tab 843. As an example, long roll-lock tabs 834 or

840 can be or about twice as long (i.e., 2X), three times as long (i.e., 3X), four times as long

(i.e., 4X) or five times as long (i.e., 5X) as short roll-lock tab 843. As another example, long

roll-lock tabs 834 or 840 can be within a range of 1.1 (i.e., 1.1X) to 5 times (i.e., 35X) longer

than short roll-lock tab 843. As yet another example, short roll-lock tab 843 can be 1/8

inches long and long roll-lock tabs 834 or 840 can be 3/8 to 1/2 inches long. The length of

short roll-lock tab 843 can be a length that allows a joist assembly including a joist spacer or

segment having a profile like extrusion 850 to be snapped into an end of a box-frame



assembly and secured within the box-frame assembly, yet allow for subsequent removal of

that joist assembly from the box-frame assembly.

Extrusion 875 includes horizontal surfaces 876 and 879, vertical surfaces 877 and 878

of a vertical riser 891 extending between horizontal surfaces 876 and 879, angle clip shelves

886 and 887, angle clip slots 884 and 885, locking tabs 888 and 889, roll-lock tab receivers

880 and 881, and roll-lock tabs 882 and 883. Each of those elements of extrusion 875 can

extend along an entire length of extrusion 875 or a component having a profile like extrusion

875. Horizontal surface 879 is at a top of extrusion 875. Horizontal surface 876 is at a

bottom of extrusion 875.

Next, FIG. 23 shows a profile 2300 of extrusions 800 and 825 connected to one

another. Connecting extrusions 800 and 825 to one another can include bringing locking tab

805 into contact with locking tab retainer 839, and then rotating one or more of the extrusions

until roll-lock tab 810 is positioned within roll-lock-tab receiver 836 and roll-lock tab 833 is

positioned within roll-lock-tab receiver 809. Long toll-lock tab 834 can provide for a more

secured connection of the extrusions 800 and 825. Alternatively, roll-lock tab 810 can be

positioned within roll-lock-tab receiver 836 and roll-lock tab 833 can be positioned within

roll-lock-tab receiver 809 and then one or more of the extrusions can be rotated until locking

tab 805 contact and attaches to locking tab retainer 839.

Next, FIG. 9 shows a partial section view 900 of a portion of a box-frame assembly

attached to a post 10, and a deck board 6 attached to the box-frame assembly using deck clip

5 and a deck clip screw 92. Deck screws 92, if used, can comprise No. 10 sheet metal screws

with a Phillips head, a 24 threads per inch rating, and are 0.75 inches long, Other examples

of screws 92 are also possible. The box-frame assembly can be configured like box-frame

assembly 100.



Section view 900 shows post 10 positioned within and attached to intermediate-post

bracket 9 using fasteners 903. Fasteners 903 can comprise a flat-head fastener, such as a flat-

head screw. Dimensions 905, 906, and 907 are provided to provide perspective with respect

to intermediate-post bracket 9 . Dimensions 905 and 907 can represent a thickness of walls

and dimension 906 can represent a length of an opening within intermediate-post bracket 9 .

As an example, dimensions 905 and 907 can be three sixteenths of an inch (i.e., 3/16") or

some other number of inches. As another example, dimension 906 can be three and nine

sixteenths inches (i.e., 3 9/16") or some other number of inches.

FIG. 9 shows a joist or box-frame segment 917 comprising an extrusion 908

configured like extrusion 800 and an extrusion 909 configured like extrusion 825. Extrusions

908 and 909 can attach to together similar to the manner in which extrusions 800 and 825 are

attached as described with respect to FIG. 23. FIG. 9 shows an angle clip 105 attached to

extrusion 908 using fasteners 901. Fasteners 901 can comprise number 10 by 1 inch (i.e., #10

x 1") flat head screws with a lock washer and nut. FIG. 9 shows fasteners 305 within screw

splines, such as screw splines 831 and 832 shown in FIG. 8. Fasteners 305 can be positioned

within screw splines of one or more extrusions, such as the extrusions of a joist spacer and

into a joist segment.

FIG. 9 shows details of intermediate-post bracket 9, which is shown in several other

figures as well. Intermediate-post bracket 9 comprises long side 938, short sides 934 and

936, another short side (not shown) opposite short side 934 and between long side 938 and

short side 936, and a post-opening 950. Long side 938 includes attachment holes 940, 942,

944. Short side 934 includes attachment hole 946. Short side 936 includes attachment hole

948. The short side opposite short side 934 can include an attachment hole at a position

similar to attachment hole 946. Short sides 934 and 936 can have a height dimension 954 of



2 inches or some other number of inches. Long side 938 can have a height dimension 952 of

4 inches or some other number of inches above the upper surface of short sides 934, 936.

A portion of a post, such as post 10, can be inserted into post-opening 950. Fasteners,

such as fasteners 903, can be inserted into holes 944, 946, and 948 and an attachment hole on

short side opposite short side 934 to secure corner-post bracket 9 to post 10. A box-frame

segment, such as box-frame segment 102, positioned above post-opening 950 can be attached

to corner-post bracket 9 using fasteners, such as fasteners 901, placed into attachment holes

940 and 942.

FIG. 9 also shows details of corner-post bracket 8, which is shown in several other

figures described herein. Corner-post bracket 8 comprises long sides 910 and 912, short sides

914 and 916, a post-opening 928, attachment holes 918, 920 and 922 on long side 912,

attachment hole 924 on short side 914, and attachment hole 926 on short side 916. Long side

910 can include attachment holes in arrangement similar to the attachment holes on long side

912. Short sides 914 and 916 can have a height dimension 930 of 2 inches or some other

number of inches. Long sides 910 and 912 can have a height dimension 932 of 4 inches or

some other number of inches above the upper surface of short sides 914 and 916.

A portion of a post, such as post 10, can be inserted into post-opening 928. Fasteners,

such as fasteners 903, can be inserted into attachment holes 922, 924 and 926 and an

attachment hole on long side 910 to secure corner-post bracket 8 to post 10. Two box-frame

segments, such as box-frame segments 101 and 102, positioned above post-opening 928 can

be attached to corner-post bracket 8 using fasteners, such as fasteners 901, placed into

attachment holes 918 and 920 or similarly positioned attachment holes within long side 910.

Next, FIG. 10 shows a partial section view 1000 of a portion of a box-frame assembly

attached to a post 10 and a deck board 6 . The box-frame assembly can be configured like

box-frame 100.



Section view 1000 shows post 10 positioned within and attached to intermediate-post

bracket 62 using fasteners 903. Dimensions 1004, 1006, 1008, and 1010 are provided to

provide perspective with respect to intermediate-post bracket 62. Dimensions 1004 and 1008

can represent a thickness of walls and dimension 1006 can represent a length of an opening

within intermediate-post bracket 62. Dimension 1010 can represent a length (e.g., a height)

of a short wall of intermediate-post bracket 62. Dimensions 1004 and 1008 can be three

sixteenths of an inch (i.e., 3/16") or some other number of inches. Dimension 1006 can be

three and nine sixteenths inches (i.e., 3 9/16") or some other number of inches. Dimension

1010 can be two inches (i.e., 2") or some other number of inches.

FIG. 10 shows a joist or box-frame segment 1017 comprising an extrusion 1016

configured like extrusion 800 and an extrusion 1018 configured like extrusion 825.

Extrusions 1016 and 1018 can attach to together similar to the manner in which extrusions

800 and 825 are attached as described with respect to FIG. 23. FIG. 10 shows fasteners 305

within screw splines, such as screw splines 83 1 and 832 of a joist spacer and into a joist

segment.

Intermediate -post bracket 62 includes a portion that abuts joist or box-frame segment

1017 and a portion above joist or box-frame segment 1017. A post 60 can be positioned

within support ring 1012 and above a support bracket 1014 attached to box-frame segment

1017 using one or more deck screws 92. Support ring 1012 can include attachment holes

1030, 1048, 1056, and 1058. Support ring 1012 and support bracket 1014 can be made of

aluminum or another material. Support bracket 1014 can be configured as an L-bracket that

includes attachment holes 1031 and 1033. One or more fasteners 903 can attach

intermediate -post bracket 62 and support ring 1012 to post 60. One or more fasteners 903

can attach support ring 1012 and support bracket 1014 to post 60.



FIG. 10 shows details of intermediate-post bracket 62, which is shown in several

other figures as well. Intermediate-post bracket 62 comprises a long side 1038, short sides

1040 and 1046, another short side (not shown) opposite short side 1040 and between long

side 1038 and short side 1046, and a post-opening 1050. Long side 1038 includes attachment

holes 1032, 1034, and 1036, and another attachment hole in line with attachment hole 1030 of

support ring 1012. Short side 1040 includes attachment hole 1042. Short side 1046 includes

attachment hole 1044. The short side opposite short side 1040 can include an attachment

hole at a position similar to attachment hole 1042. Short sides 1040 and 1046 can have a

height dimension 1010, as previously discussed. Long side 1038 can have a height

dimension 1061 equal to eight inches or some other number of inches. Support ring 1012 can

have a height dimension 1060 equal to two inches or some other number of inches.

Dimension 1062 can represent a space between short side 1040 and support ring 1014.

Dimension 1062 can equal four inches or some other number of inches.

A portion of a post, such as post 10, can be inserted into post-opening 1050.

Fasteners, such as fasteners 903, can be inserted into holes 1036, 1042, 1044, and an

attachment hole on short side opposite short side 1040 to secure intermediate -post bracket 62

to post 10. A joist or box-frame segment 1017, positioned above post-opening 1050 can be

attached to intermediate-post bracket 62 using fasteners, such as fasteners 901, placed into

attachment holes 1032 and 1034.

FIG. 10 also shows details of corner-post bracket 64, which is shown in several other

figures described herein. Corner-post bracket 64 comprises long sides 1078 and 1096, short

sides 1080 and 1086, and a post-opening 1081. Long side 1078 includes attachment holes

1072, 1074, and 1076, and another attachment hole in line with attachment hole 1070 of

support ring 1094. Short side 1080 includes an attachment hole 1082. Short side 1086

includes an attachment hole 1084. Long side 1096 can include attachment hole 1098 and



other attachment holes arranged like the attachment holes on long side 1078. Short sides

1080 and 1086 can have a height dimension 1099 equal to two or some other number of

inches. Long sides 1078 and 1096 can have a height dimension 1093 of eight or some other

number of inches. Support ring 1094 can have a height dimension 1095 equal to two or some

other number of inches. Dimension 1097 can represent a space between short side 1080 and

support ring 1094. Dimension 1097 can equal four or some other number of inches.

A portion of a post 10 can be positioned within post-opening 1081 . Fasteners, such as

fasteners 903, can be inserted into attachment holes 1076, 1082, 1084, and an attachment hole

on long side 1096 to secure corner-post bracket 62 to post 10. A joist or box-frame segment

1017, positioned above post-opening 1081 and below support ring 1096, can be attached to

corner-post bracket 62 using fasteners 903 placed into attachment holes 1072, 1074 and

similarly positioned holes on long side 1096.

Intermediate -post bracket 64 includes a portion that abuts joist or box-frame segment

1017 and a portion above joist or box-frame segment 1017. A post 60 can be positioned

within support ring 1092. Support ring 1092 can include attachment holes 1070, 1088, 1092,

and an attachment hole in line with attachment hole 1096. Support ring 1092 can be made of

aluminum or another material. One or more fasteners 903 can attach intermediate-post

bracket 62 and support ring 1092 to post 60.

Next, FIG. 11 shows a partial section view 1100 through various portions of deck

system 704 shown in FIG. 7 . Section view 1100 shows a perimeter joist 1102 of deck system

704 having a lower surface 1103 and alternative lower surfaces 1104, 1105, and 1106 such

that perimeter joist 1102 can be formed with extrusions of different heights. Extrusions

having longer heights can be used for longer spans of perimeter joist 1102.

Perimeter joist 1102 can be formed by attaching an extrusion 1108 to an extrusion

1109. Extrusion 1108 can be configured like extrusion 800. Extrusion 1108 can be a box-



frame segment of box-frame 100. Extrusion 1108 can be configured like extrusion 825 or

850. Extrusion 1108 can be a joist segment of a joist assembly, such as joist assembly 300 or

320. A deck board 6 is attached to perimeter joist 1102 using deck clip 5 and a deck clip

screw 92. That deck board, deck clip, and deck clip screw are not shown in FIG. 7 .

An angle clip 105 attaches to perimeter joist 1102 and to a joist spacer 1110 of the

box-frame of deck system 704. Fasteners 903 can fasten angle clip 105 to perimeter joist

1102. In FIG. 11, fasteners 305 can be positioned within screw splines, such as screw splines

831 and 832 described with respect to FIG. 8. Fasteners 305 can be positioned within screw

splines of one or more extrusions, such as the extrusions of a joist segment and into a joist

spacer.

Dimension 1157 pertains to section view 1100 and to another section view 1150

shown in FIG. 11. Dimension 1157 represents a height of perimeter joist 1102. Dimension

1157 can equal four or another number of inches. Dimension 1107 represents an example

width of perimeter joist 1102. Dimension 1107 can equal 1.75 (i.e., 1 ¾) inches or another

number of inches .

Section view 1150 is another partial section view through deck system 704 shown in

FIG. 7 . Section view 1150 shows details of a multi-joist segment 1151 formed by joist

segments 1159 and 1160. Joist segment 1159 is configured like extrusion 800 and is part of

joist assembly 710. Joist segment 1160 is configured like extrusion 825 and is part of joist

assembly 712. Section view 1150 shows a lower surface 1152 of multi-joist segment 1151

and alternative lower surfaces 1153, 1154, and 1155 of multi-joist segment 1151. Extrusions

having longer heights can be used for longer spans of multi-joist segment 1151.

A deck board 6 is attached to multi-joist segment 1151 using deck clip 5 and a deck

clip screw 92. That deck board, deck clip, and deck clip screw are not shown in FIG. 7 .

Multi-joist segment 1151 is attached to joist spacers 1161 and 1162 of respective joist



assemblies. Dimension 1156 represents an example width of multi-joist segment 1151.

Dimension 1156 can equall.75 (i.e., 1 ¾) inches or another number of inches. A reinforcing

angle 1158 can be used within multi-joist segment 1151.

Next, FIG. 12 shows an example deck clip 5 . FIG. 12 includes an isometric view 126

of deck clip 5, a top view 127 of deck clip 5, and a side view 128 of deck clip 5 . Deck clip 5

includes deck board retaining surfaces 135 and 137 to retain deck boards to the joist

assemblies. Deck clip 5 can include a through-hole 120 for insertion of a deck clip screw 92.

Deck clip 5 can be made of stainless steel, aluminum, or some other material. Dimensions

122, 124 can be any of a variety of dimensions. Dimension 122 can depend upon a height

(e.g., depth) of deck boards 6, or a height of a deck clip slot positioned along a side of a deck

board 6, used within a deck system. As an example, dimension 122 can equal 5/8 inches or

some other dimension. As an example, dimension 124, a thickness of deck clip 5, can equal

1/16 inches or some other dimension. The size of the deck clips, such as the depth and

thickness dimensions, can vary per requirements of the deck boards installed onto the deck

system.

Next, FIG. 13 a partial section view 1300 through a portion of deck system 704 and a

portion of joist assembly 708 shown in FIG. 7 . FIG. 13 shows joist spacer 1308 and a joist

segment 1318 of joist assembly 708, and box-frame segment 1404 of box-frame 100 of deck

system 704. Box-frame segment 1404 is configured like extrusion 800. Joist spacer 1308 is

configured like extrusion 850. Joist segment 1318 can be configured like extrusion 800, 825,

or 850.

Joist spacer 1308 and box-frame segment 1404 can attach securely together at

attachment point 1316 using the locking tab of box-frame segment 1404 and the locking tab

retainer of joist spacer 1308, and using the roll-lock tab and roll-lock tab receivers of box-



frame segment 1404 and joist spacer 1308. Fasteners 902 can attach joist spacer 1308 to joist

segment 1318.

FIG. 13 shows box-frame segment 1404 is attached to structure 702 using fasteners

1310 and 1312. Fastener 1310 can comprise a lag screw used without fastener 1312. Shims

1306 are positioned between box-frame segment 1404 and the external line of structure 702.

Shims 1306 can include through-holes to allow fastener 1310 to pass through shims 1306.

Alternatively shims 1306 can be positioned adjacent to fastener 1310. Fastener 1312 can

include a nut that abuts an internal line 1402 representing, for example, a wall of structure

702.

FIG. 13 shows a deck clip 5 and a deck clip screw 92 positioned within joist spacer

1308. FIG. 13 shows a deck board 6 attachable to deck system 700, and the attached box-

frame segment 1404 and joist spacer 1308 having a lower surface 1302 or alternative lower

surfaces 1303, 1304, and 1305. The alternative lower surfaces provide for longer spans of

box-frame segment 1404 and joist spacer 1308 or for increased loading of deck system 700.

Dimension 1307 represents an example width of the attached box-frame segment 1404 and

joist spacer 1308. Dimension 1307 can equal two inches or another dimension.

FIG. 13 also shows a partial section view 1301 for a portion of deck systems 704 and

705 shown in FIG. 7 . The partial section view 1301 shows joist spacers 1320 and 1324,

configured like extrusion 800, and box-frame segment 1322, configured like extrusion 875.

Box-frame segment 104 of box-frame 100 can comprise box-frame segment 1322. Joist

spacer 1320 can be a joist spacer of joist assembly 710. Joist spacer 1324 can be a joist

spacer of joist assembly 720. Partial section view 1301 shows attachment points 1326 and

1328 of the locking tabs of box-frame segment 1322 to the locking tab retainers of joist

spacers 1320 and 1324. Partial section view 1301 also shows retaining points 1330 and 1332



of roll-lock tabs of joist spacers 1320 and 1324 within roll-lock tab receivers of box-frame

segment 1322.

Next, FIG. 14 is a large-scale plan view of a portion 1400 of deck system 700 shown

in FIG. 7 . FIG. 14 shows that portion of deck system 700 attached to structure 702 using

fasteners 1310 and 1312. Shims 1306 are positioned between a box-frame segment 1404 and

an external line of structure 702. Fasteners 1310 and 1312 and shims 1306 can be positioned

in other positions of structure 702 and box-frame segment 1404. For example, fastener 1310

can be positioned such that a center line running length-wise of fastener 1310 is coaxially

with an interface point at which joist segments 1410 and 1412 abut one another, or at another

position.

A box-frame segment 1404 can be configured like extrusion 800 and can be attached

to a joist spacer 1406 of joist assembly 712, and to a joist spacer 1408 of joist assembly 714.

Extrusions 1406 and 1408 can be configured like extrusion 850. Joist assembly 712 includes

a joist segment 1410 configured like extrusion 800. Joist assembly 714 includes a joist

segment 1412 configured like extrusion 825. Joist spacer 1406 and joist segment 1410 attach

to one another using one or more fasteners 902 installed into screw splines of joist segment

1410. Joist spacer 1408 and joist segment 1412 attach to one another using one or more

fasteners 902 installed into screw splines of joist segment 1412.

FIG. 14 shows deck clips 5 and deck clip screws 92 positioned within extrusion 1412.

FIG. 14 also shows positions of edges 6A of deck boards 6 attachable to deck system 700.

Next, FIG. 15 is a large-scale plan view of a portion 1500 of deck system 700 shown

in FIG. 7 . FIG. 15 shows that portion of deck system 700 attached to structure 702 using

fasteners 1310 and 1312. Shims 1306 are positioned between a box-frame segment 1404 of

box-frame 100 of deck system 700 and an external line of structure 702. Shims 1306 can

include through-holes to allow fastener 1310 to pass through shims 1306. Alternatively



shims 1306 can be positioned adjacent to fastener 1310. Fastener 1312 can abut internal line

1402 of structure 702.

Box-frame segment 1404 can be configured like extrusion 800 and can be attached to

a joist spacer 1408 of joist assembly 714. Portions of abox-frame segments that abut one

another can be mitered as shown at miter joint 1510. Joist spacer 1408 can be configured like

extrusion 850. Joist assembly 714 includes a joist segment 1508 configured like extrusion

825 or 850. The box-frame of deck system 700 includes a box-frame segment 1504

configured like extrusion 800. Box-frame segments 1404 and 1504 can attach to one another

using angle clip 105, and angle clip 105 can attach to box-frame segments 1404 and 1504

using one or more fasteners 903 installed into screw splines of box-frame segments 1404 and

1504. Deck clips 5 and deck clip screws 92 can be positioned within joist segment 1508.

Joist spacer 1408 and joist segment 1508 can be attached together using one or more

fasteners 305. FIG. 15 also shows positions of deck boards 6 attachable to deck system 700.

Next, FIG. 16 is a large-scale view of a portion 1600 of deck system 700 shown in

FIG. 7 . Portion 1600 includes extrusions of joist assemblies 712, 714, 722, and 724 shown in

FIG. 7 .

Joist assembly 712 includes joist segment 1410, and a joist spacer 1602 configured

like extrusion 850. Joist segments 1410 and 1602 can attach to one another using one or

more fasteners 902.

Joist assembly 714 includes a joist spacer 1604 configured like extrusion 850 and joist

segment 1412. Extrusions 1604 and 1412 can attach to one another using one or more

fasteners 902. Joist assembly 714 can be the last joist assembly installed into deck system

700 during assembly and the first joist assembly removed from deck system 700 during

disassembly of deck system 700.



Joist assembly 722 includes a joist spacer 1608 configured like extrusion 850, and a

joist segment 1614 configured like extrusion 800. Joist spacer 1608 and joist segment 1614

can attach to one another using one or more fasteners 902.

Joist assembly 724 includes a joist spacer 1610 configured like extrusion 850, and a

joist segment 1616 configured like extrusion 850. Joist spacer 1610 and joist segment 1616

can attach to one another using one or more fasteners 902. Joist assembly 724 can be the last

joist assembly installed into deck system 705 during assembly and the first joist assembly

removed from deck system 705 during disassembly of deck system 705.

In accordance with an example embodiment, roll-lock tabs of joist spacers 1602 and

1604 can be positioned within a roll-lock tab receiver of a box-frame segment of deck system

700, and roll-lock tabs of joist spacers 1608 and 1610 can be positioned within a roll-lock tab

receiver of a box-frame segment of deck system 705. Each of those box-frame segments can

be configured like extrusion 800 and can be attached to one another using fasteners 902 or

another type of fastener. The locking tabs of the box-frame segments and the locking tab

retainers of joist spacers 1602, 1604, 1608, and 1610 are used for attachment of those joist

spacers to the box-frame segment.

In accordance with one or more example embodiments, such as embodiments

discussed with respect to FIG. 23, roll-lock tabs of joist spacers 1602, 1604, 1608, and 1610

can be positioned with one of two roll-lock tab receivers within a box-frame segment

configured like extrusion 875. The box-frame segment configured like extrusion 875 can be

a box-frame segment of a box-frame within deck system 704 or 705. The locking tabs of the

box-frame segment and the locking tab retainers of joist spacers 1602, 1604, 1608, and 1610

are used for attachment of those joist spacers.



Deck clips 5 and deck clip screws 92 can be positioned within joist segments 1412

and 1616. FIG. 16 also shows positions of edges 6A of deck boards 6 attachable to deck

systems 704 or 715.

Next, FIG. 17 is a large-scale view of a portion 1700 of deck system 700 shown in

FIG. 7 . Portion 1700 includes elements of joist assemblies 714 and 724, and box-frame

segments 1504 and 1704, of box-frames of deck systems 704 and 705, respectively. Box-

frame segment 1704, similar to box-frame 1504, can be configured like extrusion 800.

Joist assembly 714 includes a joist spacer 1604 configured like extrusion 850, and

joist segment 1508 configured like extrusion 825 or 850. Joist spacer 1604 and joist segment

1508 can attach to one another using one or more fasteners 902. Joist assembly 714 can be

the last joist assembly installed into deck system 704 during assembly and the first joist

assembly removed from deck system 704 during disassembly of deck system 704.

Joist assembly 724 includes a joist spacer 1610 configured like extrusion 850, and a

joist segment 1702 configured like extrusion 825 or 850. Joist spacer 1610 and joist segment

1702 can attach to one another using one or more fasteners 902. Joist assembly 724 can be

the last joist assembly installed into deck system 705 during assembly and the first joist

assembly removed from deck system 705 during disassembly of deck system 705.

Angle clips 105 can be inserted into box-frame segments 1504 and 1704 for attaching

to box-frame segments configured like extrusion 800. Alternatively, an angle clip 105 can be

inserted into box-frame segments 1504 and 1704 and into a box-frame segment configured

like extrusion 875. Deck clips 5 and deck clip screws 92 are positioned within joist segments

1508 and 1702. FIG. 17 also shows positions of deck boards 6 attachable to deck system

700.

Next, FIG. 18 is a large-scale view of a portion 1800 of deck system 700 shown in

FIG. 7 . Portion 1800 includes elements of joist assemblies 722 and 724.



Joist assembly 722 includes a joist spacer 1806 configured like extrusion 800 and a

joist segment 1614 configured like extrusion 800. Joist spacer 1806 and joist segment 1614

can attach to one another using one or more fasteners 902.

Joist assembly 724 includes a joist spacer 1808 configured like extrusion 850 and a

joist segment 1616 configured like extrusion 850. Joist spacer 1808 and joist segment 1616

can attach to one another using one or more fasteners 902. Joist assembly 724 can be the last

joist assembly installed into deck system 705 during assembly and the first joist assembly

removed from deck system 705 during disassembly of deck system 705.

In accordance with one or more example embodiment, roll-lock tabs of joist spacers

1806 and 1808 can be positioned within a roll-lock tab receiver of a box-frame segment 1810

of deck system 705. Box-frame segment 1810 can be configured like extrusion 800. The

locking tab of the box-frame segment 1810 and the locking tab retainers of joist spacers 1806

and 1808 are used for attachment of joist spacers 1806 and 1808 to box-frame segment 1810.

An intermediate-post bracket 9 attached to post 10 using fasteners 903 is shown in

FIG. 18. Intermediate-post bracket 9 can be attached to box-frame segment 1810 using one

or more fasteners 903 or another type of fastener. In an alternative embodiment, the

intermediate-post bracket 9 shown in FIG. 18 can be replaced with an intermediate-post

bracket 64 and support ring 1012 to accommodate a railing post and railing attachable to deck

system 700. Deck clips 5 and deck clip screws 92 are positioned within joist segment 1616.

FIG. 18 shows positions of edges 6A of deck boards 6 attachable to deck system 700.

Next, FIG. 19 is a large-scale view of a portion 1900 of deck system 700 shown in

FIG. 7 . Portion 1900 includes elements of joist assembly 724 and box-frame segments 1704

and 1810 of box-frames of deck system 705. Box-frame segments 1704 and 1810 can be

configured like extrusion 800. Box-frame segments 1704 and 1810 can attach to one another

using angle clip 105, and angle clip 105 can attach to box-frame segments 1704 and 1810



using one or more fasteners 903 installed into screw splines of box-frame segments 1704 and

1810.

Joist assembly 724 includes joist spacer 1804 configured like extrusion 850, and joist

segment 1702 configured like extrusion 825 or 850. Joist assembly 724 can be the last joist

assembly installed into deck system 705 during assembly and the first joist assembly

removed from deck system 705 during disassembly of deck system 705.

A corner-post bracket 8 attached to post 10 using fasteners 903 is shown in FIG. 19.

Corner-post bracket 8 can be attached to box-frame segments 1704 and 1810 using one or

more fasteners 903 or another type of fastener. In an alternative embodiment, the corner-post

bracket 9 shown in FIG. 19 can be replaced with a corner-post bracket 62 and support ring

1094 to accommodate a railing post and railing attachable to deck system 700. A deck clip 5

and deck clip screw 92 are positioned within extrusion 1702. FIG. 19 shows positions of

deck boards 6 attachable to deck system 700.

Next, FIG. 20 shows a partial section view 2002 with respect to section lines 2000

shown in FIG. 11. The partial view 2002 shows deck clips 5 secured to joist segment 1160

using fasteners 92. The deck clips 5 provide for spacing for deck boards 6 and for attachment

of deck boards 6 to joist segment 1160. FIG. 20 shows an alternative partial section view

2006 showing a deck board 6 attached to an extrusion 2008, such as a joist segment, using a

deck screw 2010. Deck screws 2010 provide an alternative manner for attaching deck boards

6 to a deck system.

III. ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY OF DECK SYSTEM

FIG. 24 is a flow chart showing example set of steps 2400 that can be carried out to

assemble and disassemble a deck system in accordance with one or more example

embodiments. One or more of the steps (shown in blocks numbered with even numbers

between 2402 and 2428, inclusive) or portions of the steps of the set 2400 are not required for



each and every example embodiment. The steps shown in the set 2400 can be carried out in

various arrangements, and one or more of the steps can be repeated.

Block 2402 includes assembling perimeter box-frame. Assembling the box-frame can

include inserting angle clips into box-frame segments. Each angle clip can be inserted into

two box-frame segments to form a rectangular box-frame. Fasteners can be inserted into the

angle clips and box-frame segments to more securely attach two box-frame segments

together.

Next, block 2404 includes attaching perimeter box-frame to structure. Attaching the

box-frame can include drilling holes within one or more box-frame segments and into the

structure. Shims can be placed between the structure and the box-frame to provide spacing,

as necessary, between the structure and the deck system being attached to the structure.

Fasteners 310 and 312 can be inserted into holes within the box-frame and the structure for

attachment of the box-frame and the structure.

Next, block 2406 includes attaching the perimeter box-frame to post and post bracket.

A support post can be positioned upon a footing, such as a concrete footing. A post bracket,

such as corner-post bracket or an intermediate-post bracket, can be attached to the support

post using fasteners, such as fasteners 903. The post bracket can be attached to a box-frame

segment of the box-frame using fasteners, such as fasteners 903.

Next, block 2408 includes assembling joist assemblies. Assembling the joist

assemblies can include attaching two joist spacers to two joist segments. The joist spacers

can be configured like extrusion 850. The joist segments can be configured like extrusions

800 and 825. If N quantity of joists are to be assembled, N-l joist can be configured like joist

assembly 300, and one joist can be configured like joist assembly 320. Fasteners 305 can be

used to attach a joist spacer to a joist segment.



Next, block 2410 includes installing joist assemblies into perimeter box-frame.

Assembling the joist assemblies can include, starting at one side of the box-frame, installing

each joist assembly configured like joist assembly 300 until the remaining space in the

interior of the box-frame and at the opposite side of the box-frame, and then installing the

joist assembly configured like joist assembly 320 into the remaining space. Installing each

joist assembly until the installing the last joist assembly can include roll-lock tabs being

positioned into roll-lock tab receivers at the attachment points of three box-frame segments

and two joist spacers and a joist segment of a joist assembly or at the attachment points of

two box-frame segments and a joist segment of a previously-installed joist assembly and two

joist spacers and a joist segment of a joist assembly. Installing the last joist assembly can

include roll-lock tabs being positioned into roll-lock tab receivers at the attachment points of

three box-frame segments and a joist segment of a previously-installed joist assembly, and

two joist segments and two joist spacers of the joist assembly.

Next, block 2412 includes attaching deck clips and deck boards to the joist

assemblies. Attaching the deck clips can include inserting the deck clips 5 into deck clip

slots 837 within a joist segment configured like extrusion 825 or 850, and securing the

inserted deck clip 5 using a deck clip screw 92. A plurality of each deck board can be

retained, at least in part, by deck board retaining surfaces 135 and 137 of a plurality of deck

clips. Additionally or alternatively, deck boards can be attached to the joist assemblies using

deck screws 2010.

Next, block 2414 includes attaching railing to post bracket. Attaching the railing can

include attaching a railing post 60 within a corner-post bracket 64 or within an intermediate-

post bracket 62 and within a support ring 1012 or 1094 using fasteners 903. A support

bracket 1014 can be attached to a support post 10 and the railing post 60 using fasteners 903.

Any of a variety of railing components can be attached to and between two railing posts 60



Next, block 2410 includes removing the railing from the post bracket. Removing the

railing from the post bracket can include removing any components attached to and between

two railing posts, removing fasteners attaching the railing post 60 to post brackets, support

ring, and support brackets and then removing the railing post from the brackets and from the

deck system.

Next, block 2418 includes removing deck clips and deck boards from the joist

assemblies. Removing the deck clips and deck boards can including removing any deck

screws that attach the deck boards to the joist assemblies. Removing the deck boards can

include sliding the each deck board away from the deck board retaining surfaces that are

retaining the deck board. Removing the deck clips can include removing the deck clip screws

92 that retain the deck clip to the joist assemblies.

Next, block 2420 includes removing joist assemblies from the perimeter box-frame.

Removing the joist assemblies can include removing the joist assemblies in a reverse order in

which the joist assemblies were installed into the box-frame. In other words, the joist

assemblies can be removed using a last-in-first-out procedure.

Next, block 2422 includes disassembling joist assemblies. Disassembling the joist

assemblies can include removing fasteners placed into a joist spacer and joist segment pair,

and then separating the joist spacer from the joist segment.

Next, block 2424 includes removing post and post bracket from perimeter box-frame.

Removing the box-frame from the post and post bracket can include removing the fasteners

that attach the post and post bracket to a box-frame segment. The post bracket can be

removed from the post. In accordance with some example embodiments, the post can be

removed from the footer.



Next, block 2426 includes removing perimeter box-frame from structure. Removing

the box-frame can include removing fasteners 310 and 312 and shims used to attach the box-

frame and the structure.

Next, block 2428 includes disassembling perimeter box-frame. Disassembling the

box-frame can include removing any fasteners that secure two box-frame segments.

Disassembling the box-frame can include removing angle clips from the box-frame segments.

IV. CONCLUSION

Example embodiments have been described above. Those skilled in the art will

understand that changes and modifications can be made to the described embodiments

without departing from the true scope and spirit of the present invention, which is defined by

the claims.



CLAIMS

I claim:

1. A deck system comprising:

a first perimeter box-frame comprising a first box-frame segment (BFS), a second

BFS, a third BFS, and a fourth BFS, wherein the first BFS is removably attached to the

second BFS and to the third BFS, wherein the second BFS is removably attached to the first

BFS and to the fourth BFS, wherein the third BFS is removably attached to the first BFS and

to the fourth BFS, and wherein the fourth BFS is removably attached to the second BFS and

to the third BFS; and

one or more joist assemblies removably attached to and within the perimeter box-

frame, wherein each joist assembly comprises two joist segments and two joist spacers

between the two joist segments.

2 . The deck system of claim 1,

wherein each of the first BFS, the second BFS, the third BFS, and the fourth BFS

includes a roll-lock tab receiver configured for receiving a roll-lock tab,

wherein a first joist spacer of each joist assembly comprises a roll-lock tab configured

for positioning within the roll-lock tab receiver of second BFS, but does not include a roll-

lock tab positioned beneath the roll-lock tab receiver of the second BFS when the roll-lock

tab of the first joist spacer is positioned within the roll-lock tab receiver of the second BFS,

and

wherein a second joist spacer of each joist assembly comprises a roll-lock tab

configured for positioning within the roll-lock tab receiver of fourth BFS, but does not

include a roll-lock tab positioned beneath the roll-lock tab receiver of the fourth BFS when



the roll-lock tab of the second joist spacer is positioned within the roll-lock tab receiver of the

fourth BFS.

3 . The deck system of claim 2,

wherein a first joist segment of a first joist assembly comprises a roll-lock tab

configured for positioning within the roll-lock tab receiver of first BFS, and

wherein a second joist segment of the first joist assembly comprises a roll-lock tab

receiver configured for receiving a roll-lock tab of a first joist segment of a second joist

assembly.

4 . The deck system of claim 3,

wherein the second joist segment includes a deck clip slot configured for receiving

one or more deck clips to provide spacing between deck boards.

5 . The deck system of claim 2,

wherein each of the first BFS, the second BFS, the third BFS, and the fourth BFS

includes a locking tab for attachment of the first BFS, the second BFS, the third BFS, and the

fourth BFS to a respective locking tab retainer on the two joist segments and the two joist

spacers.

6 . The deck system of claim 1, further comprising:

a second perimeter box-frame comprising a fifth BFS, a sixth BFS, and a seventh

BFS,

wherein the sixth BFS is removably attached to the fifth BFS and to the seventh BFS,

wherein the fifth BFS is removably attached to the fourth BFS,



wherein the seventh BFS is removably attached to the fourth BFS, and

wherein the fourth BFS comprises a vertical riser, a first roll-lock tab receiver on a

first side of the vertical riser, and a second roll-lock tab receiver on a second side of the

vertical riser.

7 . The deck system of claim 1, further comprising:

a second perimeter box-frame comprising a fifth BFS, a sixth BFS, a seventh BFS,

and an eighth BFS,

wherein the fourth BFS and the fifth BFS each comprise a flat surface and a roll-lock

tab receiver,

wherein the flat surfaces of the fourth BFS and the fifth BFS abut each other,

wherein the roll-lock tab receiver of the fourth BFS is within an interior of the first

perimeter box-frame, and

wherein the roll-lock tab receiver of the fifth BFS is within an interior of the second

perimeter box frame.

8. The deck system of claim 1, further comprising:

at least one corner-post bracket removably attached to the first perimeter box-frame,

wherein each corner-post bracket comprises four wall segments for surrounding a

portion of four sides of a post, and

wherein each corner-post bracket comprises two wall extension segments including

attachment holes for attaching the corner-post bracket to two of the first BFS, the second

BFS, the third BFS, and the fourth BFS.

9 . The deck system of claim 8, further comprising:



a support ring adapted for receiving a portion of a railing post,

wherein the two wall extension segments include portions that extend above the two

of the first BFS, the second BFS, the third BFS, and the fourth BFS attached to the corner-

post bracket,

wherein the portions of the two wall extension segments can be positioned within the

support ring, and

wherein the support ring, the corner-post bracket are removably attached to the railing

post.

10. The deck system of claim 1, further comprising:

at least one intermediate-post bracket removably attached to the first perimeter box-

frame,

wherein each intermediate-post bracket comprises four wall segments for surrounding

a portion of four sides of a post, and

wherein each intermediate-post bracket comprises a wall extension segment including

an attachment hole for attaching the intermediate-post bracket to one of the first BFS, the

second BFS, the third BFS, and the fourth BFS.

11. The deck system of claim 10, further comprising:

a support ring adapted for receiving a portion of a railing post,

wherein the wall extension segment include a portion that extends above the one of

the first BFS, the second BFS, the third BFS, and the fourth BFS attached to the intermediate-

post bracket,

wherein the portion of the wall extension segment can be positioned within the

support ring, and



wherein the support ring, the intermediate-post bracket are removably attached to the

railing post.

12. The deck system of claim 1, further comprising:

a plurality of angle clips, wherein each angle clip provides for attaching two of the

first BFS, the second BFS, the third BFS, and the fourth BFS together.

13. A method comprising :

assembling a first perimeter box-frame comprising a first box-frame segment (BFS), a

second BFS, a third BFS, and a fourth BFS, wherein the first BFS is removably attached to

the second BFS and to the third BFS, wherein the second BFS is removably attached to the

first BFS and to the fourth BFS, wherein the third BFS is removably attached to the first BFS

and to the fourth BFS, and wherein the fourth BFS is removably attached to the second BFS

and to the third BFS,

assembling a plurality of joist assemblies, wherein each joist assembly comprises a

first joist spacer, a second joist spacer, a first joist segment, and a second joist segment,

wherein the first joist spacer attaches to a first end of the first joist segment and a first end of

the second joist segment, and wherein the second joist spacer attaches to a second end of the

first joist segment and a second end of the second joist segment; and

attaching the plurality of joist assemblies within the perimeter box frame.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

attaching a corner-post bracket to a first support post and to the first box-frame

segment; and



attaching an intermediate post bracket to a second support post and to the first box-

frame segment.

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising:

attaching two sides of the corner-post bracket to a first support ring and to a first

railing post; and

attaching a side of the intermediate-post bracket to a second support ring and a second

railing post.

16. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

assembling a second perimeter box-frame comprising a fifth BFS, a sixth BFS, a

seventh BFS, and an eighth BFS,

wherein the fourth BFS and the fifth BFS each comprise a flat surface and a roll-lock

tab receiver,

wherein the flat surfaces of the fourth BFS and the fifth BFS abut each other,

wherein the roll-lock tab receiver of the fourth BFS is within an interior of the first

perimeter box-frame, and

wherein the roll-lock tab receiver of the fifth BFS is within an interior of the second

perimeter box frame.

17. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

assembling a second perimeter box-frame comprising a fifth BFS, a sixth BFS, and a

seventh BFS,

wherein the sixth BFS is removably attached to the fifth BFS and to the seventh BFS,

wherein the fifth BFS is removably attached to the fourth BFS,



wherein the seventh BFS is removably attached to the fourth BFS, and

wherein the fourth BFS comprises a vertical riser, a first roll-lock tab receiver on a

first side of the vertical riser, and a second roll-lock tab receiver on a second side of the

vertical riser.

18. The method of claim 13, wherein assembling the first perimeter box-frame

comprises:

inserting a respective portion of a first angle clip into the first BFS and into the second

BFS;

inserting a respective portion of a second angle clip into the first BFS and into the

third BFS;

inserting a respective portion of a third angle clip into the second BFS and into the

fourth BFS; and

inserting a respective portion of a fourth angle clip into the third BFS and into the

fourth BFS.

19. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

removing any deck boards attached to any of the joist assemblies;

removing each joist assembly from the first perimeter box-frame;

disassembling the first perimeter box-frame such that the none of the first BFS, the

second BFS, the third BFS, and the fourth BFS is attached to each other.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising:



dissembling each joist assembly such that none of the first joist spacer, the second

joist spacer, the first joist segment, and the fourth joist segment of that joist assembly is

attached to each other.
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